RELEASE FORM: COLOR SERVICE AGREEMENT
COLOR SERVICE
I acknowledge that if I have not altered my hair color in any way for several months
that my first color appointment back in the salon may require additional time, additional
color product and therefore resulting in an additional/higher service charge. I also understand that if it is
determined in the consultation that the desired result cannot be completely achieved due to time
constraints; a subsequent visit will be required and scheduled as a separate color service and there will be
an additional service charge for time and color product. The charge for today’s service will be $_______
Subsequent color visit (s) will be scheduled for ____ minute color and the charge will be $_______

CORRECTIVE COLOR
I also acknowledge that whenever natural hair color pigment has been bleached, dyed or otherwise
altered by a client at home or in another salon, color correction may be needed. I acknowledge that the
color correction procedure I am having done can be further damaging to my hair.
Corrective Color is this service considered a “Corrective” Color? No___ yes___
Corrective Color Means:
1. More time and expertise is required than with a “Standard” color service
2 Reconstructive treatments may be needed prior to color services.
3 Multiple visits may be required to achieve your desired color.
4. Each subsequent visit will be a separate color service; a separate charge will be quoted for each visit.
Past reaction to color: List any past reactions to hair color products:
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
I agree that if my stylist achieves the agreed upon result in my color service that I am not eligible for a
re-do/adjustment. I also agree that changing my mind on the desired result will not result in a
re-do/adjustment and I will not hold Reflect Salon or its employees liable.
Name: (please print): _____________________________________________________________
Signature: _____________________________________________________________________
Address: ______________________________________________________________________
City/State/Zip ________________________________________________________________
Signature of parent or guardian (if minor/under 18) _____________________________________
Date: ________________________Stylist: _________________________________________

